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The Antiquities and Museums World Heritage Unit was
Established by the managerial decision in the circular No.
12368 Dated 22/11/1433, Building on the resolution by the
SCTH Board of Directors No. 29 Dated 23/10/1433 approving
re-structuring of SCTH in accordance to what achieves its
work requirements.

The Unit falls under the Management of the VP in charge of
Antiquities and Museums. The World Heritage Unit oversees
the following main tasks:

Preparing and submitting reports to UNESCO World Heritage
Center.

Observing and documenting endangered sites inside
archeological WH inscribed sites, and taking necessary
precautions for its protection.

Brief Overview of AMS World 
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Co-organizing UNESCO inspection missions to endangered
components inside archeological sites after the coordination
with the authorities in charge.

Enforcing management rules and regulations dictated by
UNESCO and providing the organization with what it requires
from documents in accordance with National rules, regulations
and directives.

Erecting barriers and security fences around archeological
sites and supervising installation of monitoring equipment in
archeological sites.

The Unit is to be formed by transferring a number of
employees from different AMS departments in accordance to
the approved organizational structure.
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Director General of the SCTH Regional Branch is in charge of 
the World Heritage Sites in the region where they are located -
Project Manager.

Director General of the SCTH Regional Branch shall supervise 
the management of the World Heritage Site Offices, and 
carryout management tasks within the site, including visitors 
and activities management. The Director General of the SCTH 
Regional Branch reports to the VP in charge of the Regions 
while ensuring coordination with Antiquities and Museums 
Sector (AMS) and the National Urban Heritage Center (NUH) 
according to the nature of the site.

Curent Organisation



Director General of the SCTH Regional Branch shall 
coordinate with AMS and NUH according to the nature of the 
site in all issues relating to heritage resource management. 
This includes protecting and monitoring antiquities and 
heritage components, rehabilitation and preparation works, 
reporting directly to VP in charge of Antiquities and Museums 
in case of archeological sites, and to the National Urban 
Heritage Center for Urban Heritage sites, while coordinating 
with SCTH related Sectors and Regional Stakeholders.

The World Heritage Unit of AMS is the Point of Contact for 
UNESCO and the World Heritage Center Regarding the site 
Enlisted World Heritage properties.

Curent Organisation



External to SCTH:

International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and 
the Saudi ICOMOS Chapter.

International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

United Nations Education and Scientific Organization 
(UNESCO) and the National Committee for Education, Culture 
and Science.

World Heritage Center (WHC) in Paris and the Arab Regional 
Center for World Heritage (ARC-WH) in Bahrain.

International Center for the study of the Preservation and 
Restoration of Cultural Properties, through its regional center 
in Sharjah UAE. 

Our Stakeholders



Public Stakeholders:

Ministry of Education. Through the Saudi Arabian Permanent 
Delegation in UNESCO Paris.

Ministry of the Environment, Water and Agriculture. Through its 
branch commissions and regional directorates.

The Ministry of the Interior. Represented by the Regional and 
Provincial Governors, local public security services and police.

Ministry of Municipalities and Rural Affairs (MoMRA). 
Represented by the Central Municipalities (AMANA) and 
Junior Municipalities.

Local Universities, Research Centers, Communities and the 
Private Sector.
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Internal to SCTH:

The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques Cultural Heritage 
Program.

Provincial Tourism Offices and the SCTH Regional Branches.

The National Urban Heritage Center.

The National Handicrafts Development Program (BAREA).

The International Cooperation Department.

Media and Stakeholder Relations.

Our Stakeholders



The World Heritage Unit started working in 2007 in inscribing 
sites of Saudi National Heritage that included:

Al-Hijr Archaeological Site (Madâin Sâlih), inscribed in 2008.

At-Turaif District in ad-Dir'iyah, inscribed in 2010.

Historic Jeddah, the Gate to Makkah, inscribed in 2013.

Rock Art in the Hail Region of Saudi Arabia, inscribed in 2015.

Al-Ahsa Oasis, an Evolving Cultural Landscape, inscribed in 
2018.

Pervious Works



Al-Hijr Archaeological
Site (Madâin Sâlih)

The Archaeological Site of Al-Hijr
(Madâin Sâlih) is the first World
Heritage property to be inscribed in
Saudi Arabia. Formerly known as
Hegra it is the southern capital of the
Nabataean civilization other than
Petra. It features 111 well-preserved
monumental tombs with decorated
facades dating from the 1st century
BC to the 1st century AD. The site
also features some 50 inscriptions of
the pre-Nabataean period and some
cave drawings. Al-Hijr bears a unique
testimony to Nabataean civilization.
With decorated tombs and water
wells, the site is an outstanding
example of the Nabataean
architectural accomplishment and
hydraulic expertise.



At-Turaif District in ad-
Dir'iyah

This property was the first capital of
the Saudi Dynasty, in the heart of the
Arabian Penisula, north-west of
Riyadh. Founded in the 15th century,
it bears witness to the Najdi
architectural style, which is specific
to the centre of the Arabian
peninsula. In the 18th and early 19th
century, its political and religious role
increased, and the citadel at at-Turaif
became the centre of the temporal
power of the House of Saud and the
spread of the Salafiyya reform inside
the Muslim religion. The property
includes the remains of many palaces
and an urban ensemble built on the
edge of the ad-Dir’iyah oasis.



Historic Jeddah, the 
Gate to Makkah

Historic Jeddah is situated on the
eastern shore of the Red Sea. From
the 7th century AD it was established
as a major port for Indian Ocean
trade routes, channelling goods to
Mecca. It was also the gateway for
Muslim pilgrims to Mecca who
arrived by sea. These twin roles saw
the city develop into a thriving
multicultural centre, characterized by
a distinctive architectural tradition,
including tower houses built in the
late 19th century by the city’s
mercantile elites, and combining Red
Sea coastal coral building traditions
with influences and crafts from along
the trade routes.



Rock Art in the Hail 
Region of Saudi Arabia
This property includes two
components situated in a desert
landscape: Jabel Umm Sinman at
Jubbah and the Jabal al-Manjor and
Raat at Shuwaymis. A lake once
situated at the foot of the Umm
Sinman hill range that has now
disappeared used to be a source of
fresh water for people and animals in
the southern part of the Great
Narfoud Desert. The ancestors of
today’s Arab populations have left
traces of their passages in numerous
petroglyphs and inscriptions on the
rock face. Jabal al-Manjor and Raat
form the rocky escarpment of a wadi
now covered in sand. They show
numerous representations of human
and animal figures covering 10,000
years of history.



Al-Ahsa Oasis, an 
Evolving Cultural 

Landscape
In the eastern Arabian Peninsula, the
Al-Ahsa Oasis is a serial property
comprising gardens, canals, springs,
wells and a drainage lake, as well as
historical buildings, urban fabric and
archaeological sites. They represent
traces of continued human
settlement in the Gulf region from
the Neolithic to the present, as can
be seen from remaining historic
fortresses, mosques, wells, canals
and other water management
systems. With its 2.5 million date
palms, it is the largest oasis in the
world. Al-Ahsa is also a unique
geocultural landscape and an
exceptional example of human
interaction with the environment.



The Unit, aiming at achieving the 2030 vision and the National 
Transformation Program, is currently working on enlisting the 
following sites:

The Historic Village of Rijal Almaa in Asir Region. The 
nomination file was submitted to UNESCO’s World Heritage 
Center in 2018.

The Cultural Rock Arts of Hima Najran, the nomination file is 
expected to be submitted to UNESCO’s World Heritage Center 
at the end of January 2019.

Dumat Al-Jandal, the Gate to Arabia, the nomination file is to 
be submitted to UNESCO’s World Heritage Center by January 
2020.

Projects Currently 
Carryout by the WHU



Other sites approved the Royal Decree No. 52984 Dated 
29/12/1435 Include:

Al-Faw Archeological Village in Riyadh Region.

Zee-Ain Traditional Village in Al-Baha Region.

Egyptian Hajj Route, through the Regions of Tabuk, Medina 
and Makkah Al-Mukarrama.

Levant Hajj Route, through the Regions of Tabuk, Medina and 
Makkah Al-Mukarrama.

Hejaz Railway and Stations, more than 70 structures through 
the Regions of Tabuk, Medina and Makkah Al-Mukarrama.

Darb Zubaida (Kufi Route), 27 stations through the Regions of 
the Northern frontiers, Al-Jawf, Hail, Qassim, Medina and 
Makkah Al-Mukarrama.

Future WHU Projects



Current Issues

Negative evaluation for sites submitted by the Kingdom, due to 
the hostility of previous method followed by SCTH in dealing 
with the advisory bodies.. my way or the highway.

New procedures that came into force as of February 2018, 
which give priority to natural sites and to countries with fewer 
than enlisted five sites.

The need to follow up the SOC and provide the WHU with a 
copy of these reports, as the WHS Offices do not fall under the 
World Heritage Unit. Coordination with SCTH Regional 
branches to monitor and report changes, encroachment or 
abuse impacting the site’s OUV.

The difficulty of implementing UNESCO standards regarding 
work done in the core areas and the buffer zone due to lack of 
qualified staff and weak communication with external parties.



Organize a number of good will meetings with UNESCO's 
technical divisions (ICOMOS, IUCN, ICCROM) to improve 
bilateral relations.

Draft a MoU with new commissions on the issues of periodic 
reports and surveys.

Hold coordination meetings with internal stakeholders on a 
monthly basis to follow up sites works progress.

Establish a World Heritage Advisory Committee to review 
outputs and select priorities and align with corporate strategy.

Concrete markers should be set demarking the sites and 
applying the recommended protection limits enforced by the 
new law on Antiquities, Museums and Urban Heritage before 
proceeding with preparing the nominations.

Required Assistance



Contract the International ICOMOS for the “up-stream report 
process” to review the OUV of the nominated sites and their 
ability to be enlisted before preparing the nomination files.

World Heritage Offices should fall under the supervision of 
AMS in order to facilitate the procedural fieldwork.

SCTH Support Services Sector should follow up sites 
development and handover site rehabilitation works in 
coordination with the World Heritage Unit.

Provide training for all Regional Site Managers on work 
procedures and application of UNESCO standards and 
requirements.

Required Assistance



Future Steps

Arranging international visits to ICOMOS in France, ICCROM 
in Italy and IUCN in Switzerland.

Following-up on tendering the rehabilitation of projects for the 
enlisted World Heritage Sites and those on the tentative list.

Organizing training courses for site managers on the concept 
of World Heritage.

Expanding the Unit's role in enlisting documentary heritage, 
natural heritage and modern/industrial heritage.
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